From the Vlasov equation written as a nonlinear equation for the distribution function /, a perturbation expansion of the fluctuating part of /, /=/-(/), is carried out in terms of the linear solution using a diagram representation similar to that of Wyld. From this a diagram expansion is obtained for the correlation function U=(f /) and similar diagram series for two auxiliary functions, the averaged linear response function G = (G) and the generalized vertex function r. Approximate asymptotic equations for U imply the summation of appropriate infinite subsets of diagrams. To derive such approximations two criteria are applied: 1) Consistency with the basic conservation laws (particle number, momentum, energy); 2) Selection of diagrams analogous to those leading to good approximations in Kraichnan's random oscillator problem, the principal results of which are regained. Contrary to Wyld's summation procedure diagram summation are not carried out directly in the expansion of U, but in the expansions of the functions (///) and (/G), which appear on the right hand side of the differential equations for U and G. This automatically guaranties the validity of the conservation laws. The first approximation we discuss, which is equivalent to the quasi-Gaussian approximation well known from hydrodynamic turbulence, leads to the kinetic wave equation of weak turbulence. The next approximation consists of a coupled set of equations for U and G which are identical with the equations of the symmetrical random coupling model of Orszag and Kraichnan. The third approximation derived implies the generalized vertex function Z 1 . The first and the third of these approximations cannot be obtained in Wyld's summation scheme. On the other hand it does not seem possible to derive the third approximation for the nonlinear Vlasov equation using Kraichnan's diagram technic.
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Hydrodynamic and hydromagnetic turbulence, especially in incompressible media, have been investigated for a rather long time. A collisionless plasma however can, in general, not be treated in the hydrodynamic approximation but requires a microscopic description. In the last decade various microscopic approaches have been discussed, the simplest being the quasi-linear theory [1] [2] [3] . Most of these approximations, however, are restricted to weak turbulence. They treat a plasma as a system of nearly independent weakly interacting particles and waves. Such an approach implies that the number of particles interacting strongly with a wave (resonant particles) is small which limits the oscillation amplitude. To treat these particles correctly, in particular to take into account the effect of reflection by the potential hump of a wave (generally called particle trapping) which becomes increasingly important for stronger turbulence, it is necessary to incorporate the effect of the fluctuating fields on the particle trajectories from the beginning instead of starting with free particle propagation. This leads to coupled equations for the particle motion and the 1 W. E. DRUMMOND DUPREE 4 directly uses the physical picture of statistical particle orbits, while ORSZAG and KRAICH-NAN 5 introduce the averaged response function of the exact system to an infinitesimal disturbance which has no immediate interpretation in terms of single particle motion. There are essentially two approaches to derive closed statistical equations for collisionless plasma turbulence.
(a) The Vlasov equation is treated as a linear equation for the distribution function /, the electric field E being statistically prescribed by the set of moments (E), {EE},....
Some approximate closed equations for the moments (/), (//),... are derived and then the moments of E are related to those of / by Poisson's equation. The pseudolinear model of ORSZAG and KRAICHNAN 5 is a special approximation of this approach, and DUPREE'S 4 theory is based on similar ideas.
to be conceptionally simpler, since only one set of moments, (/), (//),... appears. For instance, the selfconsistent Vlasov models of ORSZAG and KRAICH-NAN 5 are along this line. In the present paper we are concerned with this approach.
It is often convenient (and has become fashionable in many branches of physics) to use diagram technics to derive approximate theories from fundamental equations. In hydrodynamic turbulence two different diagram approaches have been introduced. WYLD'S 6 diagrams are related to those extensively used in field theory and quantum statistics, while KRAICHNAN'S 7 are less comprehensive, since they do not give a direct representation of the various perturbation expansion terms but of combinations of phase factors artificially introduced into the dynamical equations. MIKHAILOVSKY 8 has applied Wyld's diagram method to the linear Vlasov problem (a). The analysis is however much more cumbersome than in the hydrodynamic case treated by Wyld, involving an infinite number of equations for infinitely many functions. In this paper we shall use a generalization of Wyld's diagrams to consider the selfconsistent Vlasov equation (b). We shall carry out a perturbation expansion of the fluctuating part of the distribution function / in terms of the solution of the linearized equation and from this obtain a perturbation expansion of the correlation function £/=(//), using an assumption about the initial statistics. The method is not restricted to stationary and homogeneous systems which was required in the paper of Wyld 6 , LEE 9 , Mikhailovsky 8 .
The general summation procedure of Wyld, however, which results in a set of three coupled infinite power series integral equations for the correlation function, the propagator and the vertex function, seems to be of little use. Breaking these consolidated series at some arbitrary point will in most cases not give a good approximation, as can clearly be shown in simple examples. Consideration of sufficiently simple model problems can be a great help in deciding what classes of diagrams in the real problem should be summed to give meaningful approximate equations. We therefore shall briefly repeat the results of KRAICHNAN'S 7 [1961] . not sufficient to determine physically meaningful approximations for the more complicated nonlinear Vlasov problem. It is therefore important to insure that certain conservation laws such as energy conservation, that are valid in the exact dynamical system, are also satisfied by the approximate statistical equations. The integral equations that arise from a truncation of the consolidated series of WYLD 6 and LEE 9 are in general not energy conserving. We therefore adopt a different procedure. We will not carry out summations in the perturbation expansion of the correlation function JJ=(jf), but consider the differential equation for (// ) which involves the third order correlation function (///) and carry out partial summations in the expansion of the latter function. We derive and discuss several approximate equations which imply diagram summations analogous to "good" approximations of the random oscillator problem and which satisfy the dynamical conservation laws. The first nontrivial approximation is equivalent to the quasi Gaussian moment's closure (well known from hydrodynamic turbulence), which leads to the weak turbulence equations 3 . In the next approximation a generalized propagator G is introduced. The set of equations for U and G is identical to the random coupling model of ORSZAG and KRAICHNAN 5 . A (hopefully) more refined approximation then is obtained by taking into account vertex corrections in an appropriate way, leading to a set of equations which have not been derived previously.
I. Diagram Representation of the Perturbation Expansion
We consider the self-consistent Vlasov equation for a one-component plasma with neutralizing charge background without magnetic field in the electrostatic approximation (these restrictions are only for convenience, not imposed by the method) :
C(x) f(x, v, t) = jC(x, x') f(x', v', t)
dx'dv' = -E(x, t). m
Introducing averages over an ensemble of equivalent systems and using the notation f{X,V,t) = F{x,v,t) + }(x,v,t), F{x,v,t) = {f{x,v,t)), C{x) F(x, v, t) = {E(x,t)),
we obtain from (1) dF(x,V> t)
The last equation can be written in the following form, suppressing the arguments X, V,
We now introduce a diagram representation similar to that of Wyld and define the following diagram elements:
Introducing G° {t j t') = G° {X, V, 11 x', v\ t) the Green's function of the linear part of (4),
the formal solution of (5) is
We shall call G° the elementary propagator. It should be noted that Lf contains Fit) which is determined by Eq. (3). Therefore the linearized part of (5) constitutes in general an additional simultaneous equation.
+r°ix\x", x').
(8)
(ID We call r° the elementary vertex. In a diagram three lines join together in a vertex. There is always one ingoing G°-line; and two lines leave, either two G°-lines or one G°-and one /°-line or two /°-lines. A vertex inserted into a diagram implies integration over X', X":
We use the convention that in \ the line leaving upward is operated on by C, the other line by D. Since JT° is not symmetric here, it is convenient to introduce the symmetrized vertex Fs°, Eq. (11).
Contrary to the homogeneous hydrodynamic case treated by Wyld, the averaged quantity on the right hand side of (4) does in general not vanish. Therefore, in order to carry out a perturbation expansion of (4), we need some statistical assumption equivalent to the maximal randomness assumption about thet stirring forces introduced by Wyld. Since we shall not restrict our discussion to stationary systems, the most natural way is to require a similar property for the initial state of the system. The simplest assumption is to take fiX,V, 0) to have a multivariate Gaussian distribution, i. e. every odd order moment vanishes and every even order moment splits into a sum of products of second order moments: This seems very appropriate if the initial state is characterized by a low fluctuation level from whidi turbulence is generated by some instability. It should however be mentioned that this choice has an unaesthetic feature. Strictly speaking a Gaussian assumption for fix, V) is incompatible with the positivity of f (X,V) in every realization, since a Gaussian distribution extents to infinity and there are large negative f(X,V) present making the total distribution function negative*. For £/(0) "^/"(O) 2 these forbidden realizations have a negligible weight. Nevertheless this can perhaps entail a catastrophic evolution by some instability. We will come bade to this point later when discussing briefly the behavior of the averaged distribution function. In the paper of ORSZAG and KRAICHNAN 5 the requirement of Gaussian initial distribution is not mentioned but for the derivation of the model equations the reader is referred bade to KRAICHNAN'S original paper 7 , where this requirement was explicitely stated.
Using the symbols (8) - (11) and the statistical properties of f°(t) which are the same as for / (0) in (12) and denoting U° by a wavy line,
we can write down in diagram language the perturbation expansion of / in terms of /° obtained by iterating Eq. (7) f{X,V,t) = (14)
This deficiency could be removed by assuming /(0)=0 and some external field K (x, t) = (e/m) Eexi(x,t) present with a zero mean Gaussian distribution. We then would have, instead of (4),
This equation could be treated in a similar way as we will treat Eq. (4) 
whidi for instance permits calculation of the fluctuating field intensity (E ix, t) 2 ), and the time evolution of Fit) by Eq. (3). We construct an infinite set of diagrams for U in terms of U° by multiplying fiX,V,t) by fix ',v',t') both represented by their diagram expansion (14) and averaging: 
The general structure of the {/-diagrams is the same as in Wyld's hydrodynamic case. The appearance of a symmetrized vertex JTs° corresponds to a factor of 2 in Wyld s diagram expansion. It is interesting to note that no closed-tree like diagrams appear in (15). This is valid in any perturbation order, the prove will be given in the appendix.
II. A Simple Example: Kraichnan's Random Oscillator
Since the nonlinear behaviour (mode interaction) is a basic feature of turbulence, the nonlinear part of Eq. (4) cannot be considered small; a finite order perturbation solution in terms of /° is invalidated by secular effects after a very short time, which is of little interest. To obtain a meaningful longtime equation one therefore has to sum an appropriate infinite subset of perturbation terms. To carry out special infinite summations is the main purpose of Wyld's paper 6 . In analogy to quantum statistics Wyld introduces, in addition to the correlation funcion U, two auxiliary functions, the generalized propagator G and the generalized vertex J\ These are defined by Wyld as sums of special types of diagrams, which are parts of {/-diagrams. Wyld's summations can be described as follows: Select all JJ, G, -T-diagrams which do not contain as genuine parts other U, G, /"-diagrams, i. e. which are irreducible with respect to U, G, -T-parts, and replace all elementary quanities U°, G°, r° by the exact ones, U, G, r. This leaves us with three coupled equations of the form of infinite power series. These so-called consolidated expansions must be closed at some point to yield finite equations. Any approximation has the form of an asymptotic equation, and it seems plausible that taking into account higher order irreducible diagrams would yield better quantitative agreement. This is however by no means true. The summation of an infinite number of perturbation terms does not automatically provide a finite asymptotic result, as was clearly shown by . Kraichnan investigated the simple but not trivial model of an ensemble of independent harmonic oscillators with a random frequency, which is a dynamically linear but stochastically nonlinear problem with the same basic structure as the linear Vlasov equation with an externally prescribed random electric field [s. introduction, approach (a)]. We want to restate the principle results of this model using the language of Wyld's diagrams. The basic equation is
The quantity of most interest in this linear problem is the averaged Green's function or propagator
where G is defined by 
Introducing diagram elements analogous to (8) to (10), i.e. co->/~°, l/p-> G°, l/i->r°, the iteration solution of (18) can be written as:
Averaging (19) and assuming co to have a Gaussian distribution we obtain (with (co 2 )=a>0 2 represented by a wavy line)
which is the iteration solution of the equation
In view of the treatment of the Vlasov equation in section III we do not perform summations in the expansion of G, Eq. (20), which would correspond to Wyld's approach, but in the expansion of the function (co G) which is the essential quantity on the right hand side of (21) (22) are equivalent to breaking the moments hierarchy obtained from (18) at some finite order (cumulant discard method). This provides finite asymptotic results which however have the deficiency of infinite correlation time in contrast to the exact solution. A qualitative improvement over the moments' method is obtained by a refined kind of summation. Take all diagrams of (22) that are irreducible with respect to G-parts and replace all G°-lines by G-lines (thick straigh lines), which gives the consolidated expansion of G with respect to G-parts:
Breaking this expansion at the lowest order and inserting (coG) into (21) we obtain the equation
which gives rather good agreement with the exact result. This approximation is called by Kraichnan the random coupling model by reasons apparent from his paper 7 . It has the exceptional property that it represents the exact solution of a statistical model which guarantees that certain realizability conditions are satisfied.
Inclusion of a finite number of higher order terms in (23) will not only not improve the lowest order result but give a highly unphysical behaviour comparable to simple finite order truncations of the perturbation series (19). However a considerable improvement is found by summing a special infinite class of irreducible diagrams in (23), which can be seen to be the lowest order nontrivial truncation of a new consolidated series including a generalized vertex function -T(p). This approximation consists of two coupled equations for G and T (we denote J" by a solid circle): Higher order truncations of the vertex expansion will again show a very unphysical behaviour. These results suggest that to obtain the next meaningful approximation one has again to sum a special infinite class of irreducible diagrams in the vertex expansion whidi is associated with the introduction of a new function with four terminals. It seems however not to be possible to write this further approximation in the form of equations like (24) or (25).
III. Approximations for the Selfconsistent Vlasov Problem
We have given a rather detailed presentation of the oscillator model because it is so transparent that it not only has a simple exact solution but also allows analytical treatment of various approximations (the perhaps simplest nonlinear model, the three wave model (KRAICHNAN 10 ), requires extensive numerical computation already for the random coupling approximation). On the other hand the generalization of the results of the linear oscillator model to nonlinear problems is not unique. It is therefore important when constructing approximations for the nonlinear Vlasov problem to have further criteria in addition to the analogy with the oscillator model. Such criteria are provided by the conservation laws obeyed by the exact equations, such as particle number, momentum, and energy conservation. Since conservation laws are intimately connected with differential equations, it is not easy to extract energy conserving approximations from Wyld's summation scheme which leads to integral equations, and indeed most of these approximations do violate the conservation laws as was observed by KRAICHNAN u . We therefore shall not apply Wyld's method summing up terms in the iteration solution of U, Eq. (15) and averaging (using the notation of Eq. (5)) :
LtU(t, t')=(C]{t)-Dj{t)j{t')).
(26) On the right hand side of (26) This approximation is equivalent to the quasi-Gaussian assumption (neglecting all cumulants higher than third order), well known from hydrodynamic turbulence theory. It obeys the basic conservation laws, but as it stands, there is no indication that some other realizability conditions, e. g.
(f(X, V, t)*}^ 0, are satisfied. As is well known the same aproximation applied to incompressible hydrodynamic turbulence indeed does not preserve the positivity of the spectral fluctuation density. However with some additional assumptions such as quasi-homogeneity and quasi-stationarity (which make Fourier transformation useful) and the validity of a dispersion relation for the waves Eq. (28) leads to the kinetic wave equation for 1^ = (\ E^ ; 2 ) of weak turbulence (see KADOMTSEV 3 , Eq. 11.51) whidi guarantees positivity of /k as can easily be seen. The first term in (28) gives rise to a nonlinear dispersion relation, while the second term represents mode-mode coupling. The main physical deficiency of (28) is the appearance of the elementary propagator G°. This indicates that the effect of particles being trapped in the potential well of a wave is not included which actually restricts (28) to weakly turbulent systems. Eq. (28) cannot be obtained by Wyld's summation technic; the approximation discussed by Wyld consists of the second term in (25) alone and does not conserve energy.
As has become clear from the discussion of the oscillator problem, a significant improvement over the weak turbulence equation (28) can only be obtained by including an infinite number of terms in the series of which (28) is the lowest order closure. This leads to the introduction of the generalized propagator G. According to Wyld, G consists of all diagrams (parts of {/-diagrams) that have two external C°-lines (one ingoing, the other leaving) and a straight line connecting them:
It can be seen by comparing the perturbation expansions that G defined by (29) is identical to the averaged linear response function (G) introduced by ORSZAG and KRAICHNAN 5 where G satisfies the equation
As in the case of the correlation function U we will not carry out summations in the iteration series for G given by (29) but in the diagram expansion of (fit") Git, t')) which appears on the right hand side of (30) after averaging:
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We now construct the consolidated series with respect to {/-and G-parts by taking all diagrams of (27) and (31) that are irreducible with respect to {/-and G-parts [diagrams 1 and 9-14 in (27), 1 and 7-10 in (31) belong to this class] and replace all {/°-lines by {/-lines and all G°-lines by Glines (represented by a thick straight line as in section II). Breaking these series at the lowest significant order and substituting the resulting expressions for (///) and (fG) into the corresponding Eqs. (26) and (30) (32) contains the correlation function meaning that in some sense the effect of the random field fluctuations on the particle orbits is taken into account. It is however difficult to see to what extent particle trapping is included in (32), since G has no immediate relation to single particle orbits. To decide this point numerical solutions of (32) for special simple situations are necessary.
Following the procedure outlined in section II the next approximation requires the introduction of the vertex function T. This function is defined as the We want to give the algebraic translation of these diagram equations: 3
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+ diagrams corresponding to 5 -23 constructed from 3 and 4 + ... .
The consolidated expansions including the vertex function -T consist of all diagrams of (27), (31) and (33) 
G(x,v,t \x',v', t)
•rs(x1,vi,tl\x2,v2,t2,xs,v3,t3) C ( x ) U{x,v,t,x2,v 2 ,t 2 ) G(x3,v3,t3\x',v',t)
' rs [Xi, Vi , \ X2, V2, t2, X3, V3, £3) •G{Xi,Vi,ti\x3,V3, t3) J d ti dXi dv4rs (x3 ,v3,t3\ x\ v', t,Xi , Vi, ti) J dt5 dx5 dv5 •G{Xi,Vi,ti\x5,V5, t5) J d*6 dtf6 d v6 r a (x5 ,v5,t5\ x", v", t",X6 , V6, t6) U (X2 ,V2,t2,X6,V6, t6), where T 0 is given by (11) and Ts (X \X'X") = T(X\X', X") + T(X\ X", X').
These equations which have not been derived before, are the analogue of the vertex approximation (25) for the oscillator problem. Like the approximations (28) and (32) they are consistent with a number of conservation laws (e. g. particle number-, momentum-, and energy conservation) whidi can easily be verified from (34). It is interesting to note that the validity of these conservation laws only depend on the form of Eq. (34 a) for U [and Eq. (3) for F] and is independent of the specific values of the functions G and -T. The crucial point is that the first vertex in the terms on the right hand side of the Eqs. (34) is an elementary vertex JT° which comes out naturally in our derivation. A similar approximation in Wyld's summation scheme would entail a generalized vertex at this place, just because of the symmetry of U ( X , X') :
theory. Or one could take (37)
The equation for G could for instance be chosen as in (34 b)
which, however, would leave out diagrams like number 11 in (29) As in the oscillator problem we cannot prove that equations (34) satisfy the statistical realizability inequalities as (f(x,V,t) 2 )^. 0. Nevertheless the success of the vertex approximation for the random oscillator suggests that (34) is a realizable approximation and a significant improvement over the random coupling equations (32).
IV. Conclusions
We have derived and discussed three different statistical approximations to the Vlasov equation
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hopefully giving an increasingly better description of collisionless plasma turbulence. By requiring analogy to the linear oscillator problem and consistency with the dynamical conservation laws these approximations are uniquely determined. Some critical remarks should however be added. Though intuitively satisfactory and numerically confirmed in the simple oscillator problem there is of course no proof that the selection of diagrams described above should necessarily lead to physically meaningful asymptotic equations. Equations (32) inspire some additional confidence, since they have a model representation (for an extensive discussion of the consequences see the paper of Orszag and Kraichnan) 13 . This could however be accidental which is suggested by the fact that the vertex approximation of the oscillator problem Eq. (25) being clearly superior to the "random coupling approximation" Eq. (24) seems to have no model representation.
We have not considered the Eq. (3) for F which differs in the different approximations only by the specific expression for (Ef ). It seems to be rather difficult to find out whether these approximations imply a physically meaningful behavior of F, i. e. whether F remains positive if it is so initially or at most develop only slightly negative parts of small weight for the velocity space moments. In the simplest approximation, neglecting all nonlinearities in the equation for U, i.e. U=U°, (3) is just the equation of quasi-linear theory. At least in the usual form of a diffusion equation this equation preserves positivity of F and does not lead to an instability for an initial F with a slightly negative part, which is a consequence of the positive diffusion coefficient. In higher approximations, such as discussed in this paper, this need no longer be the case. A negative diffusion coefficient can decrease the distribution function in some region to more and more negative values which would imply steeper and steeper positive gradients which feed the instability. This point must be clarified by numerical computations.
All the approximations discussed have to be corrected to distinguish between the "resonant" interaction of modes with neighboring wavelengths and the "adiabatic" interaction between modes of very different length scales (see KADOMTSEV 3 , chapter III, KRAICHNAN 14 ). This could be done for instance 13 Besides, it is the only approximation that can be obtained by Wyld's summation method.
by introducing a Lagrangian description (as was done by KRAICHNAN 15 for hydrodynamic turbulence) which would essentially amount to performing timeintegrations in the equations not at a fixed phasespace point but along the actual phase-space orbit of a particle.
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